
 

 

IMAGINATION.  Or, as perhaps known by another name VISUALISATION? 
 
IMAGINING or VISUALISING your future, what you want to achieve, where you want to 
be in x number of months/years, is one of the most powerful practices you can actually 
do to help you bring it all to fruition.   
 
Don’t focus on all the things you don’t want to happen or things you don’t want in your 
life.  Instead concentrate on all the positive and good things you want to achieve, and 
you want to bring into your life. 
 
According to the Law of Attraction, what you IMAGINE or VISUALISE you will manifest.  
So therefore, make sure it’s the good and exciting stuff you IMAGINE. 
 
The VISUALISATION technique is advocated by many of the world’s most renowned and 
influential Psychologists, Positive Psychologists, Self-Development Authors, Success, 
Executive, Life Coaches, NLP Practitioners, Motivational Speakers and Professional 
Hypnotherapists. 
 
IMAGINING or VISUALISING is good for you.   
 

1. Professional athletes use VISUALISATION all the time to improve their 
performance.  But it is not just reserved for athletes, professional people use this 
technique too from musicians to surgeons, actors to politicians.  All to help them 
see themselves being successful, winning and achieving everything they want. 

2. You can improve your potential. 
3. Reduce your stress and anxiety.  VISUALISATION relaxes you and therefore helps 

to calm you down and quieten your mind. 
4. It makes you happy.  IMAGINING success, improved performance and winning are 

far more enjoyable. 
5. If you are facing a new situation eg Speaking in Public, IMAGINING yourself on 

stage, successfully giving your talk and coming off stage at the end talking to 
members of the audience, can be a great self-esteem boost and help to remove 
any nerves you may be feeling.   

6. It can also increase your confidence.  Like in 5 above, IMAGINING yourself 
successfully completing something, winning a race, giving an amazing speech will 
naturally increase your confidence. 

7. Good for your mental and physical wellbeing.   
 
These are just some of the benefits of IMAGINING or VISUALISING.   



 

VISUALISATION Exercises 

The following exercises are just a few I have included for you to start to introduce this 
into your daily habits and routine.  Helping you to achieve your Goals. 

Exercise 1 

Write down, in as much detail as possible, what you visualise for your future.  Be as 
creative as you possible can.  Include every detail of what you IMAGINE, really see 
yourself there.  Include the date of when you will achieve this.  Put yourself in to the 
VISUALISATION.  Referring back to this and reading it over to yourself as a regular 
practice.   

Exercise 2 

Create a VISION board to display all your hopes and dreams for the future. Collect lots 
of different magazines, print off pictures from the internet.  Use your VISION board to 
display everything that you fell represents who you are and what is important to you.  
Your VISION board can have words that give you a strong feeling, sense of purpose, 
pictures of places you want to visit, health goals like someone running a marathon, a 
picture of someone who looks like you would like to have as a partner, a car you would 
like to own, a home you would like to buy.  Include any pictures or images that resonate 
with you.   

When you have completed it, take a photo of it and save it as your screen saver on your 
phone.  Make sure that you put your VISION board up on a prominent wall and spend 5 
minutes every day looking at it.  Really soaking up the images on your VISION board and 
IMAGINING yourself achieving, owning, having all the things. 

The more detail you include the better.  You will end up with something that represents 
you and what you love.  Don’t hold back though, make sure to really reach for the sky 
with your VISUALISATION! 

Exercise 3 
 
For the next 4 weeks VISUALISE yourself achieving what you want.  Whatever you have 
set your mind to accomplishing and achieving spend every day IMAGINING / 
VISULASING yourself achieving it. 
 
For at least 10 minutes every day complete this incredibly powerful exercise.  Know what 
it is that you really want to achieve or accomplish and use this as the basis for your 
VISUALISATION.  Before you commence release any negativity from your mind.  Let all 
your negative thoughts go.   



Do this every day for 4 weeks.  It is so powerful.  Don’t hold back.  You can do this either 
first thing in the morning or just before you go to bed.   
 
1. Find somewhere that you will not be disturbed.  Sit or lie down, close your eyes and 

take 5 deep breaths in and out and completely relax your body.  Make sure that you 
take the time to properly relax.  This step is important to get right. 

2. In your mind create the pictures of you achieving what you really want.  This is where 
you really need to use your imagination and get creative.  See it like a movie in your 
mind.  Make the pictures really big, bright, bold, vivid.  See what you see and hear 
what you hear.  Include all the detail in your movie. Include everyone that you want to 
be a part of this.   

3. Next, step into the movie.  Place yourself into the movie.  You are now the main 
character in your movie and you are achieving the success and accomplishing 
everything you want.  Really feel it.  What do you see around you?  What do you 
hear?  Hear people talking to you and congratulating you.  See everything and 
everyone congratulating you on your success.  Feel all the emotions in your body. 

4. When you have completed your VISUALISATION, just before you open your eyes, 
confidently say to yourself, OUT LOUD, “I have successfully achieved this.  Mission 
accomplished!”  Really believe in yourself. 
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IMAGINE YOUR SUCCESS! 


